The role of DNA repair in nitrogen mustard drug resistance.
The nitrogen mustards are an important class of DNA cross-linking agents, which are utilized in the treatment of many types of cancer. Unfortunately, resistance often develops in the treatment of patients and the tumor either never responds to or becomes refractory to these agents. Resistance to the nitrogen mustards in murine and human tumor cells has been reported to be secondary to alterations in (i) the transport of these agents, (ii) their reactivity, (iii) apoptosis and (iv) altered DNA repair activity. In the present review, we will discuss the role of DNA repair in nitrogen mustard resistance in cancer. The nitrogen mustards' lethality is based on the induction of DNA interstrand cross-links (ICLs). Two DNA repair pathways are known to be involved in removal of ICLs: non-homologous DNA end-joining (NHEJ) and Rad51-related homologous recombinational repair (HRR). The reports discussed here lead us to hypothesize that low NHEJ activity defines a hypersensitive state, while high NHEJ activity, along with increased HRR activity, contributes to the resistant state in chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Studies on human epithelial tumor cell lines suggest that HRR rather than NHEJ plays a role in nitrogen mustard sensitivity.